
Prospecting Report on claim 4276009 McOuat Lake Area G-0542 
  
The property is located about 20 kms west of Atikokan Ontario off a logging road marked as Elizabeth Road 
travel south on Elizabeth about 5 kms where it will turn east and is known as Cirrus Road this road leads right 
into the claim about another 2kms. 
 
Previous work was recorded prior to 1979 although not much documentation could be found related to the MDI. 
The property was looked at again in the early 2000’s which included trenching sampling and a magnetics 
survey. Some of the more recent work was located while prospecting including stripped areas and areas that 
had been channel sampled. Some other workings were encountered that were much older some grown in pits 
and trenches. 
 
On July 29th 1 day was spent by Allan Onchulenko of Gorham Ontario and Peter Gehrels of Thunder Bay 
Ontario prospecting on the claim. The goal was to follow up on some prospecting we had done late in 2014 
where we outlined an ultramafic intrusion on the claim. We started where we left off previously a stripped area 
about 100m north of cirrus road roughly in the center of the claim. Of interest the cirrus road is a newer bush 
road which did not exist at the time the last work was done in the area. We traversed along the intrusion north 
towards the lake at several places the contact could be found with the surrounding quetico sediments. No 
major mineralization was found however of note we located a breccia zone which could be described as a lac 
des isle style breccia (broken bits of quetico seds with quartz within the ultramafic intrusion). As we continued 
around the contacts we realized that the trend of the intrusion was going to lead outside of the claim 
boundaries. 
 
Based on the further prospecting and discovery of the breccia zone it was decided to add claims and continue 
prospecting the intrusion which is much larger than previous work had indicated and shows the potential to host 
economic mineralization. 
 

Allan Onchulenko 
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